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Учебные материалы на иностранном языке 
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This high-level tour of PowerSchool’s Classroom of the Future is an exciting look 

at how technology can transform K-12 education. At the center of this is the 

award-winning Unified Classroom working with cutting edge tech partners to 

deliver the classroom of the future today! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UIpF1QcPJaE 

Featuring the Classroom of the Future 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rdZEzQLi3zA 

A good way to see how well students remember words learnt in previous lessons is 

to do a memory game such as 'Run to the Board'. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AVUydKlLNEA 

Dave Spencer uses a lively team game to revise words that have been covered in 

class. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=My74R1y5Y10 

An EFL take on the classic game "Pictionary", where students revise vocabulary in 

a fun and interactive way. All you need for this game is a whiteboard (and some 

whiteboard markers) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cLKBx1UEYbk 

The game 'Back to the Board' is a good way for students to understand and 

consolidate new vocabulary, by engaging and activating them into using their 

wider vocabulary to describe key words. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p7j-2xteKB4 

It is a fun activity which can be used with elementary or lower secondary students 

for revising groups of vocabulary together with spelling 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RYTKEwrrTB4 

"Crazy Claps" Warm Up Activity by Aytek Yıldız 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E3m9DKEt2Oc 

This is Britain - School 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yMUJKH1fFF0 

Walk & Stop is a wonderfully active game that will work with mostly any group 

size, that invites lots 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JmcmffiXgFY 

Running Dictation is a good way to get the students out of their seats and move 

around, especially if you find yourself teaching the last class of the day and the 

children are really tired. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o9l2uzjGnOQ 

Having participants get to know each other quickly is very important for everyone 

to have a good time. This video introduces some games and techniques for 

everyone to learn names. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TwcAl69YSyI 

Terrific and simple name-reminder game that will quickly engage your group, 

invite them to have 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w-HQDMHJLHg 
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